Abstract. In this paper we introduce a class of algebras whose bases over a field K are pogroupoids. We discuss several properties of these algebras as they relate to the structure of their associated pogroupoids and through these to the associated posets also. In particular the Jacobi form is 0 precisely when the pogroupoid is a semigroup, precisely when the poset is (C2 + l)-free. Thus, it also follows that a pp-algebra KS over a field K is a Lie algebra with respect to the commutator product iff its associated poset S(<) is (C2+l)-free. The ideals generated by commutators have some easily identifiable properties in terms of the incomparability graph of the poset associated with the pogroupoid base of the algebra. We conjecture that a fundamental theorem on the relationship between isomorphic algebras and isomorphic pogroupoids holds as well.
Introduction
Algebras have been associated with a variety of different objects including groups, semigroups and posets themselves via such algebras as incidence algebras and Stanley-Reisner algebras [3] , [10] . In [4] , J. Neggers defined a pogroupoid and he obtained a functorial connection between posets and pogroupoids and associated structure mappings. The present authors [5] demonstrated that a pogroupoid S(-) is a modular iff its associated poset S(<) is (C2 + I)-free, a condition which corresponds naturally to the notion of sublattice (in the sense of Kelly-Rival [1] , [2] ) isomorphic to N&, and that this is equivalent to the associativity of the pogroupoid. The present authors [6] showed that the modular pogroupoid (semigroup) S(-) is selfdistributive if and only if its associated poset S(<) is (1 © 2)-free, and the present authors with Y. H. Kim [8] discussed a dimension (parallel dimension) of a pogroupoid associated with posets and related to their pogroupoid algebras. This dimension is also an invariant of the incomparability graph (Harris diagram) of the poset under graph isomorphism (incomparability preserving bijection or bijective Harris mappings on the poset). These bijective mappings include but are not restricted to order-isomorphisms and provide other insights into the structure of the poset from the diagram point of view. Moreover, we ( [9] ) introduced the notion of poset geometry and discuss some varieties as well as automorphisms and the invariant Harris numbers associated with such geometries. In this paper we introduce a class of algebras whose bases over a field K are pogroupoids. We discuss several properties of these algebras as they relate to the structure of their associated pogroupoids and through these to the associated posets also. In particular the Jacobi form is 0 precisely when the pogroupoid is a semigroup, precisely when the poset is (C2 + l)-free. Thus, it also follows that a pp-algebra KS over a field if is a Lie algebra with respect to the commutator product iff its associated poset S(<) is (C2 + I)-free. The ideals generated by commutators have some easily identifiable properties in terms of the incomparability graph of the poset associated with the pogroupoid base of the algebra. We conjecture that a fundamental theorem on the relationship between isomorphic algebras and isomorphic pogroupoids holds as well.
Pogroupoid algebras
A poset Z is called an ordinal sum of two posets X and Y if the underlying set of Z is X U Y, where X fl Y = 0, and if < 22 in Z, then zi 6 X and z% e Y, z\ < Z2 in X or z\ < Z2 in Y, and we denote it by Z = X © Y. Let X(<) be a poset and let S be a subset of X. A poset whose underlying set is S, and whose poset structure is that inherited from X(<) is said to be a full subposet of X. The Harris diagram H a (S) is obtained by introducing an edge between pairs of distinct elements of a poset S(<), which are called parallel (free, incomparable). Given a poset P(<) it is A-free if there is no full subposet X(<) of P(<) which is order isomorphic to the poset A(<). If C n denotes a chain of length n and if n denotes an antichain of cardinal number n, while + denotes the disjoint union of posets, then the poset (C2 + 1) (or C2 + Ci) has the following Hasse diagram:
For details we refer to [7] . Given a poset S(<) we define an associated pogroupoid S(-) by x • y = x if y < x, and x-y = y otherwise. Thus, if y < x, then y-x = x-y = x, while if xoy, i.e., x and y are incomparable, then x-y -y, y-x = x. Similarly, given a pogroupoid S(-) we define an order relation < on S by y < x if and only if x-y = x. Then S(<) is a poset. Thus there is a natural isomorphism between the category of pogroupoids and the category of posets (see [4] ). The present authors ( [5] ) demonstrated that a pogroupoid S(-) is a semigroup if and only if its associated poset S(<) is C2 + 1. EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the following two important posets and their associated pogroupoids:
We can see that the pogroupoid •) is a semigroup, while the pogroupoid (N , •) is not a semigroup. We note that the poset (M, <) has a full subposet C2 +1, but the poset <) has no full subposet C2 + !• DEFINITION 2.3. Given a pogroupoid S(-) and a field K, let KS denote the collection of formal sums / = f{x)x, where f(x) € K and suppf := {x | f(x) / 0} is a finite set. The operation f+g = h is defined by setting the coefficient h(x) equal to the sum (in K) of f(x) and g(x), i.e., h(x) = f(x) + g(x). Furthermore, for A G K and / G KS, define A/ = ^2xes(^f( x )) x > so that also A(/ + g) = Xf + Ag. If fy(x) = 0 for x ± y,fv(y) = l,y € S, then it follows that fyfy{x)x = fy(y)y = 1 • y = "y" by misuse of notation. Using this observation, we note that if X)xes f( x ) x = 0 (in KS), then also f(x) = 0 for all x G S, and thus S = {fy \ y G S} serves as a basis of the vector space KS. Next, we define a multiplication on KS:
It follows that this product is an associative product and also that if A € K,
, when f,gE KS. Thus, KS becomes an algebra over the field K, a pogroupoid algebra (or a pg-algebra for short).
Notice that the usage above is analogous to the usage KG for groupalgebras when (G, •) is a group. 
Given elements /,g € KS, the commutator is written
[f,g] = f -g -g-f- In
PROPOSITION 2.4. A pg-algebra KS is commutative iff S(<) is linearly ordered (i.e., S(<) is a chain.)

Proof. If S(<) is a chain, then x,y E S implies
Observe that an expression such as [x,y] = x • y -y • x is not available in S(-)
, and thus to give a characterization of the form of Proposition 2.4 is also not available, even though the commutativity of S(-) is also equivalent to the observation that S(<) be linearly ordered. Indeed, this is so since S is a basis of KS, and thus the latter conclusion is a consequence of the general properties of (linear associative) if-algebras. 
Harris diagrams and pg-algebras
In this section we discuss the Harris diagram of a poset, and investigate some relations with parallel dimension. We denote by |5| the number of elements of a poset S{<). 
Let A be a component of the Harris diagram H a (S) of a poset S(<).
We denote its underlying full subposet of S(<) by A*(<), and denote its associated pogroupoid of A*(<) by yl*(-).
Lemma 3.2. Let A be a component of the Harris diagram H a (S) of a poset S(<). Then (\A*,A*]) K is a two sided ideal of the pg-algebra KS.
Proof. Suppose that u,v 6 A* and that x G S. Then either u and v are comparable or not. Hence, in KS, the commutator product 
s(<).
Next, if x £ {u, u}, then we may consider the following 5 cases whose Hasse diagrams are given: (1) " A is a component  and u,v G A, there is a path {«, a\,. .. ,a n ,v} with edges connecting adjacent vertices in the path. Consider x and a\. If ai o x then there is an edge connecting ai with x in H a (S). Since ai G A and x G B, A and B are not disjoint components, a contradiction. If x < a\ then u < a\ since u < x, this is again a contradiction. Hence we conclude < x. By repetition of the same argument it follows that a2 < x,... ,a n < x, and hence v < x, a contradiction. This proves the claim. But this means that the poset (A* U B*)(<) is an ordinal sum A* © B* of the posets A*(<) and B*(<). By the same argument it follows that if x < u, then x < v for any v G A*. Hence the condition u > x leads to the conclusion that the poset (A* U B*){<) is an ordinal sum B* © A* of the posets A*(<) and B*{<). . a < b for any a G A*, b G B*. Proof. If S(-) is a semigroup, i.e., the pogroupoid product is associative, then KS is precisely a semigroup algebra and itself associative. Now, TKS is a quotient of KS by a two-sided ideal, and hence it is an associative algebra.
Let A*(<),!?*(<) be full subposets of a poset S(<). A* < B* means that
• Given a pg-algebra KS and a two sided ideal 7 of KS, then the set {x +1 | x € S} is a spanning set of the algebra KSfa. Now, for a subset S0 C S, ii {x + I \ x € 5o} is a basis contained in this spanning set, then since S is apogroupoid, if a;+ 7 and y + I, x,y € So, are basis elements, then (s+7)-(y+7) = x-y+I, where x-y 6 {x, y} C So-Since the other properties of pogroupoids are inherited, it follows that KS/j = K({x + 7 | x € 50}) is also a p^-algebra. Hence, by applying the first isomorphism theorem we obtain: Let 7 be a p<?-ideal of a 7i-algebra A and 7 C J, where J is a two sided ideal. Then the natural map u : A/1 -> A/ J is &n algebra epimorphism so that A/ J is a pg-algebra because A/1 is a pg-algebra. If A is a pg-algebra, then any ideal is also a pg-ideal. We summarize: The following conjecture has some supporting evidence. However, posets S(<) are arbitrarily complicated and isomorphic copies of S(-) can be hidden in pg-algebras KS' in complicated ways. Thus, a proof is not immediately evident.
CONJECTURE. If the pg-algebras KS\ and KS2 are isomorphic then the associated posets Si(<) and ¿>2(<) are isomorphic.
Prom the discussion above it should be clear that pg-algebras KS are useful and interesting algebraic objects to associate with posets S(<), which may also be useful objects of study in and for themselves.
